New Zealand Lotteries
NZ Lotteries has been a client of Aegility for over four years and have found them to be an excellent supplier
of our e-learning platform. We use our e-learning as a pre-course training solution; i.e. our retail network
undertake the programme to give them a base knowledge of our products before attending a face-to-face
training course. Aegility have been with us from the initial concept stages, right through to implementation,
ongoing support and further course development. We have a constantly changing and evolving business,
and Aegility have been brilliant at keeping up with these changes!
-Nicky Young,
-Head of Training,
New Zealand Lotteries
The Open Polytechnic of New Zealand
Working with the team at Aegility has been a revelation for staff and management of The Open Polytechnic
of New Zealand, Centre for Workplace Learning. Through our work, and developing relationship with
Aegility, we have discovered a team with not only superb technical skills and an excellent understanding of
e-learning in reality, but also huge enthusiasm for and dedication to partnership. This approach is rare in the
ITP sector and therefore highly valued……
As a manager I have staff who are highly motivated by working with the materials, student management
systems and support tools and students who are engaging with the courses, making great progress and
giving really positive feedback on the learner experience plus the confidence that the developments comply
with all of the internal and external stakeholder and agency requirements the Centre must meet.
In working with Aegility, we feel that we had found people who speak our language, were able to see the
same view and bridge the gaps our needs create.
-Norma Coles,
-Manager Workplace Learning Centre,
The Open Polytechnic of New Zealand
Institute of Applied Learning
Aegility represents for the Institute of Applied Learning,(IAL) the best tool we have found for the delivery of
blended materials. Working with the team at Aegility has been a pleasure. One of the things we like best
about the platform is that is user friendly, not only for our students but our support tutors as well. The skills
and knowledge the Aegility creative team to present materials that are interesting and motivating is fantastic.
-Roberta Budvietas,
-General Manager,
IAL
Siemens New Zealand
Siemens(NZ) Ltd has been working closely with Aegility since 2004. GuideTools, its parent, has successfully
met our needs with a number of our in-house training requirements. The support and training of our
administrators and training developers has been superb and response times well within expectations. The
support and advice supplied by the team has been comprehensive and informed as far as the software and
current online learning and evaluation best practice is concerned.
-Nikki Moore,
-Supervisor Workplace Co,
Siemens New Zealand
New Zealand Institute of Rural Health
Aegility’s e-learning tools/platform, programme design, development capability, and creative flare have been
instrumental to enable NZIRH to out reach education services (in the area of information technology and
clinical practice guidelines for general practitioners) to a geographically dispersed rural population.
The internet e-learning platform has proven to be very robust, reliable and easy to use with NZIRH often
receiving complements form adult course participants. Aegility’s ability to project manage and deliver quality
e-learning solution, on time and within budget has been exceptional, enabling NZIRH to make-good on the
services and education commitments we have made to rural New Zealand.
-Robin Steed,
-CEO,
NZIRH
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OP Senior Tutor
Thanks John, and the Aegility Team, so much for easing me into the e-learning environment. I would have
struggled immensely without your expert advice and ongoing support. It is a pleasure working with you. I
have always been surprised how quickly and efficiently you are able to complete major development
requests, given the size of your Team, and the fluid nature of the environment we find ourselves in.
-Karaitiana Wilson,
-Senior Tutor,
The Open Polytechnic of New Zealand
Students own feedback
Aegility's TrainingPods had its beginnings by providing its own courses either directly or in collaboration with
partners in Australia, New Zealand Europe and the UK. Here are just some of the student feedbacks from
those programmes.
"This course was great"
"Fantastic course! it gives me the confidence. Many thanks"
"Thank you!!"
"Great that you are able to sign in and monitor progress online"
"I was really pleased at the complexity level of this course….perfect mix of understanding and challenge."
"Perfect"
"Very well structured course and very interesting real life examples. You grasp the concepts without being
totally bored. Thank you"
"A fun learning course that deals with the basics in detail with a personal and interactive feel."
"The course is very well structured and varied methods of execution are used in portraying the information"
"Highly enjoyable, informative and incredibly valuable guide to the basics of DM practise. Well structured
modules, provide everything you need to know to get a good foundation in DM."
"its ace!!"
"I intended to do this course over a period of time, however, once I started it I wanted to do keep going until
it was finished. It was very interesting"
-Various,
-Students,
GuideTools/Aegility proprietary programmes
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